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COAL INDUSTRY

General line to take

The issue in this strike is clear. It is about whether coal

develops into an efficient profitable industry or declines

into a high subsidy low demand industry. As the Chairman of

the National Coal Board has said in his letter to miners today,

if this strike continues "Nobody will win. Everybody will lose -

and lose disastrously". There are between 20 and 30 pits which

are in danger of never reopening if there is a lengthy strike.

I support Mr MacGregor's call to miners to return to work to

start repairing the damage and building a good future.

Will you now intervene appoint a Court of Inquiry or a go-between?

The only way to a prosperous future for the coal industry lies

in co-operation between management and workforce. It is they -

not any arbitrator or go-between - who have to work together in

the future and it is they who must find a solution which will

provide for a prosperous and profitable future. The National Coal

Board have made it clear they are willing to sit down as a matter

of urgency with all the unions to discuss a revision of Plan for

Coal. Two of the 3 unions are willing to do so; a quarter of the

membership of the NUM are prepared to do so. I call on the

leadership of the NUM to accept that invitation.

Civil Action 


The Government's position on this matter is quite clear and has not

changed. As I said on 4 June and again in the House last week the

Government will not stand in the way of any nationalised board

which seeks a legal remedy. But regardless of whether civil

remedies are sought, society has a right and the duty to protect

itself from mob rule.

Effect on Steel

I know that the RHG Deputy Leader of the Opposition wishes the

Steel trade unions to reduce production at the behest of the NUM.

Not content with losing customers for coal, the Labour Party and

the NUM now want to lose customers for steel. Steel workers know

the effect on jobs of losing customers and British Steel itself
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uses 6.92 million tonnes (4.16 million tonnes from the NCB and

2.76 million tonnes imported) of coal each year. The NUM

action shows the strike up in its true colours: it is an

attack on jobs.

Pits at risk

I can confirm that as Mr MacGregor points out in his letter to

miners today, many pits are in danger as a result of this strike.

Faces at Rossington, Bold and Tilmanstone have already been lost.

21 June 1984 



